Complex recombination with deletion in the F8 and duplication in the TMLHE mediated by int22h copies during early embryogenesis.
Haemophilia A (HA) is a common X-linked recessive bleeding disorder and almost one half of patients with severe HA are caused by intron 22 inversion (Inv22) in the F8. Inv22 is considered to be almost exclusively of meiotic origin in germ cells during spermatogenesis and only one mosaic Inv22 female carrier with the mutation possibly occurring during mitosis of the embryo has been reported so far. Previously we have identified a novel complex recombination mediated by int22h copies in a sporadic severe HA pedigree and herein we have localised the sequences flanking the breakpoint region using genome walking technique, AccuCopy technique, gene chip and real-time PCR. The disease causing genetic variant registered an 18.1 kb deletion including part of int22h-1 through the intron 23 of F8 and a 113.3 kb duplication of part of int22h-2 through the intron 1 of TMLHE inserted in the religated region of the F8. Two intrinsically linked mechanisms of recombination-dependent DNA replication: microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR) followed by break-induced replication (BIR) might be responsible for the incident of the complex recombination during early embryogenesis of the proband's mother.